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Dhyana Master Yi Bian of Pu Zhao
(The Fifty-Second Generation of Patriarchs)
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रĄ߸эเͩ̄ĄѐȈ˘Ą˚ͭᇎĄ྾
छĄȈˣৼԦĄણ౩ܝĄયĄтңߏႽ
ߏጯˠ˘ீĄ͠ܝĄѬజ˘סዌݒ
˵Ąरᑢ၆Ąܝອ͘͠Ą̙Ąԣ႗ଡ଼ΝĄ
र˭֏ٺѣ࠷ĄҝܦэࠕĄዏౌڌ༱
ုĄˬ̚ވѺયĄຟរጯ۰Ąᓏ٣̂ݑګ
ΔĄरϯ়Ąᄲ⁝҃ీĄု̱Ȉ˝Ą
̶Ј̋ỰᔳĄวᄂͪੰĄ
ψնԼԲཏ੨ԫஃωΚຍਢնԼԲ
లஃΔਢඦࡲऱΖຍଡඦࡲႚֲࠩ
ءΕឌഏװΔႚৰΖࢬאൄൄءֲڶ
ԳࠩխഏܕװΔᣝԳՈࠩխഏװඦ
ࡲຍԫזԫזऱలஃΖ
ψஃΔੋڠ႓ּωΚຍۯలஃΔה
ਢڠੋ۫ۂऱԳΔঋ୮ਢࡩ႓ऱΖψڣԼ
ԫωΚڣהԼԫऱழଢΔ༉ψԭ׀ᐡωΚ
׀ᘣڽԱΔה༉ݕښΖψሑנ୮ωΚא৵
༉נ୮ԱΖψԼԶݹΔຼ॰ωΚࠩ
ڣהધԼԶᄣΔ࠹ࠠߩݹΖא৵༉ࠩຼ॰
ڝᖂΔᇿᙟ۞ᤚஃΖψംΚڕ۶ਢ
ጐࡗਢᖂԳԫೋณωΚהຍଡംࠀլਢ
הᚩԱΔ࡛ࢡչᏖጐࡗਢᖂԳԫೋ
ณᅪࡋΛהլᚩຍଡሐΔࢬא༉ᓮം
۞ᤚஃΖψ॰ֳΚڿԫ࠴ᔟথՈωΚ

The Master was born into the Huang family of Hongzhou. When
the Master was eleven, his father died, and he left the householder’s
life. At age 18, he received the complete precepts. He then went to
study under Master Lumen.
The Master asked, “What does ‘to the end of heaven and earth
is an eye of the student’ mean?”
Lumen answered, “You are covered by a scroll.” The Master was
just about to reply. Lumen shook his hand and said, “Quickly go to
the paint barrel.”
The Master had an awakening upon hearing these words. He
then moved to Puzhao Monastery of Qingzhou. Later he moved to
Wanshou Monastery of Dongdu. In his room he had 300 questions
prepared to challenge those who came to learn. His fame reached
both sides of the Great River.
At the age of 69, the Master manifested a small illness, spoke a
verse and passed away. Stupas were built for him in both Xiyin of
Yangshan and the Qingshui court of Yangtai.
Commentary:
Dhyana Master Yi Bian of Puzhao belonged to the 52nd generation of
patriarchs; he belonged to the Caodong School, which was transmitted
all the way to Japan [Soto Zen]. There have always been Japanese people
going to China to search for the roots of this school. Koreans also go to
China to investigate the patriarchs of the Caodong School.
The Master was born into the Huang family in Jiangxi Province
of Hongzhou district in China. When the Master was eleven, his
father died, and after observing a period of mourning, he left the
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ຼ॰۞ᤚஃᎅΔ܃ംչᏖጐࡗਢ
ᖂԳԫೋณᅪΛ܃ڇณᅪ༉༓ԫ
࠴ᆖᔟ۰ԱΔլߠԱΖψஃᚵኙωΚ
ڇຍଡழଢΔה༉۞աუ٦ԫଡչ
ᏖംᠲΔ৻ᏖᑌຍԫᇩΖ߷Ꮦψ॰
ᄀֳ֫ωΚຼ॰ڇຍଡழଢ༉ᄀᄀ֫Ζᄀ
ᄀ֫հ৵ᎅΔψլωΚ܃լᝑΜψݶዪ
දװωΚݶݶ܃ऱ߷܃ނଡ႕ዪදؚధ
ԱΔ༉ኙԱΖψஃ࣍ߢՀڶઊωΚ߷Ꮦຍ
ԫۯԫஃᦫຼ॰ຍᏖᑌԫᎅΔהၲஔ
ԱΙၲஔΔ༉ࣔػԱΖ࣍ਢΔψנ۰ॹڠ
ཏ੨ωΚॹڠΔ༉ਢ՞ࣟΙڇཏ੨߷ڝଡ
ֱچֱՁΖ
ψᔢࣟຟᆄኂωΚא৵ԾࠩࣟຟΔࣟ
ຟՈਢ՞ࣟ߷ԫऱֱچΙ߷ᏖװᆄኂΔ
߷ڇᆄኂڝԾֱՁΖψխԿۍംωΚ
߷הڇଡࢪ㠪ᙰΔהڶԿۍଡംᠲΙ
ᓴࠐΔ༉הຍԿۍଡംᠲΖຍԿۍ
ଡംᠲΔᖲᔴઌኙΔԳৰլ୲࣐Ⴝየ
ऱΖאהຍԿۍଡംᠲࠐψჲ᧭ᖂृωΚ
ჲ᧭ຍԫ֊ऱᖂृΖ
ψᜢࢶՕࣾতקωΚהຍጟሐᐚࡉᜢ
ඨΔࣾতࣾקຟवሐהΔຟৰࠕࣚהΖ
߷Ꮦڶԫ֚ΔψஃقპఏωΚຍۯ
ஃ༉ڶԫររऱఐΖპఏΔ༉ਢৰ՛ऱԫ
ଡఐΙࢨृڶԫរᙰ࿀ΔࢨृڶԫរչᏖ
լငࣚΔլਢৰጹऱΖψᎅ℘ۖຓωΚ
ྥ৵ה༉ᎅԱԫଈ℘ቈΔᎅݙ༉ႽഭԱΖ
չᏖה౨ຍᑌࡋΛ༽ނڶڽسהڂΔ
ط۞ڽسԱΖၲஔऱԳהᣋრထ༉
ထΔᣋრڽ༉ڽΖչᏖழଢᣋრထΔչ
ᏖழଢլᄎڽΙչᏖழଢլᣋრထΔչ
Ꮦழଢ༉ڽԱΖהଶଶڶԫរ՛ఐΔױਢ
ᤚڇຍଡՂৰᅀΔ᎔ߨݶԱΜψ
ኂքԼωΚהऱኂࡎਢڶքԼᄣΖψ
Ⴣ։ٛ՞ᾫឆΕၺፕ堚ֽೃωΚࠟڶהଡ
ॐܓჃΔڇٛ՞ᾫឆהڶԫଡჃΔڇၺፕ
߷ଡ堚ֽೃՈהڶԫଡჃΖ
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householder’s life. At age 18, he received the complete precepts. He
then went to study under Chan Master Zijue at Lumen Monastery.
While he was there, the Master asked Master Zijue of Lumen the
following question, because he really didn’t understand the meaning.
“Strange indeed, what does ‘to the end of heaven and earth is an eye of
the student’ mean?” He could not understand the principle, so he asked
Chan Master Zijue this question.
Lumen answered, “You are covered by a scroll [of a book].” He
meant that if you want to ask the meaning of ‘to the end of heaven and
earth is an eye of the student,’ your eyes are already covered by a scroll of
sutra, so you cannot see.
The Master thought for a while and wished to ask again. At the
moment when he was just about to reply, Lumen shook his hand and
said, “Think no more. Quickly go to take the black paint barrel and
smash it. Then you will be all right.”
The Master had an awakening upon hearing these words. Upon
hearing what Chan Master Zijue said, Dharma Master Yi Bian was
enlightened and understood completely. He then moved to Puzhao
Monastery of Qingzhou. He became the abbot of Puzhao Monastery in
Shandong Province, which was called Qingzhou.
Later he moved to Wanshou Monastery of Dongdu in Shandong
and became the abbot. In his room at Wanshou Monastery, he had made
up 300 questions to challenge those who came to learn. Whoever went
to the monastery had to answer the 300 questions. The questions were
difficult to answer thoroughly. He used these questions for verbal combat
to challenge the scholars.
His fame reached both sides of the Great River. All knew and
admired him.
At the age of 69, the Master manifested a small illness. One day,
Master Yi Bian felt slightly uncomfortable. Probably he had a slight
headache or other discomfort. It was not very serious. After he spoke a
verse, he passed away. How was he able to do this? He had control over
his own birth and death. He was free from birth and death. Those who
are enlightened can live or die according to their wish. If they want to die,
they die; if they want to live, they live. If they wish to live, they won’t die;
and they can die anytime they don’t wish to live.
When he felt slightly sick, he felt it was troublesome to remain in
this world, so he made up his mind immediately. He died after speaking
a verse. Stupas were built for him in both Xiyin of Yangshan and the
Qingshui court of Yangtai. There were two stupas.
ʳʳ !FTo be continued

